A new manual providing sustainable park guidelines was launched at the Center for Architecture on January 6. Produced through a partnership between the Design Trust for Public Space and the Department of Parks and Recreation, High Performance Landscape Guidelines: 21st Century Parks for NYC is said to be the first document of its kind in the nation. The line to get into its launch stretched down the block, prompting Park Commissioner Adrian Benepe to dub the gathering “the Studio 54 of design.”

The manual, loaded continued on page 5

WXY TO EXPAND ASTOR PLACE AND COOPER SQUARE

Cubes’s New Square

Astor Place figures prominently in New York’s collective imagination. It acquired that character thanks to its location and significance in the city’s cultural history, but as a series of public spaces, it’s fairly uninspiring. In a coordinated effort between the departments of Transportation and Parks and Recreation, a new plan is moving toward approval that would increase the amount of public continued on page 8

FALLOW SINCE MOSES, CITY PROPERTY NOW UNDER SCRUTINY

HOT LOT

Seven acres at the foot of the Williamsburg Bridge in Manhattan have the distinction of being the largest undeveloped plot of city-owned land below 96th Street. Mayors from Koch to Giuliani have tried and failed to set construction in motion on the property, a parking lot for 43 years, but recent developments indicate the Bloomberg administration may be the one to finally see a ground breaking. The Seward continued on page 2

PARKS AND DESIGN TRUST LAUNCH LONG-AWAITED GUIDELINES

GREEN SCENE

A new manual providing sustainable park guidelines was launched at the Center for Architecture on January 6. Produced through a partnership between the Design Trust for Public Space and the Department of Parks and Recreation, High Performance Landscape Guidelines: 21st Century Parks for NYC is said to be the first document of its kind in the nation. The line to get into its launch stretched down the block, prompting Park Commissioner Adrian Benepe to dub the gathering “the Studio 54 of design.” The manual, loaded continued on page 5

MMI DEBUTS IN QUEENS. SEE PAGE 6
One of the great strengths of the architecture, planning and urban design community across the New York region is the number of organizations, institutes, universities, think tanks, and public forums devoted to the form.

In addition to the great universities (from, say, Princeton to the south and Yale to the north) that are unparalleled anywhere in the world, the extended city has at least a dozen design-focused organizations that are surely the envy of other communities.

Institutions, such as Peter Eisenman’s Institute for Architecture and Urban Studies and the AIA, which were both incubated here and then flamed out or moved elsewhere, have always played a decisive role in the intellectual life and culture of this city. The Architecture League, for example, was founded here in 1881, the Municipal Arts Society (MAS) in 1893, and the Van Alen Institute in 1894, and there were many more in the mid- and late-20th century.

Though many of these institutions still thrive with devoted constituencies, followers, boards of directors, and funders, they still also compete against each other for a dwindling pot of financial resources. A few foundations like the Graham Foundation and J.M. Kaplan Fund every year try to support as many as possible of the worthy architecture organizations to supplement monies Arts and The New York State Council on the Arts. But every year there seems to be less money from these state sources and organizations—that never had a robust fund-raising tradition to begin with—while wealthy directors on the board struggle to pay staff and continue vibrant programming. For all these established institutions like the Design Trust for Public Space and Storefront for Art and Architecture, fundraising becomes a full-time activity for its staff and board even when there is a small endowment.

Then there are also newer organizations competing for the same public and private monies. One of these is Open House New York, which “celebrates New York City’s architecture and design” through annual October weekend of tours and smaller year-round educational programs focused on the built environment. OHNY lives on a mix of state and private monies but does not have the tradition or resources that the MAS or the Architecture League lean on; it must scramble for funding every year.

And now, I have taken on the role of president of OHNY. My principle role will be fundraising to help this organization, which already enjoys a deep well of public goodwill, keep its October tours free to the public. OHNY attracts over 200,000 people a year to its various programs, and its website gets a phenomenal eight million viewers per annum. A constituency is out there, and my job will be to find these people and encourage them to open their wallets.

The organization is now planning its annual spring fundraiser for May 28. I hope you will support OHNY, perhaps through the ACE (Architecture, Contractors and Engineers) Circle, a new donors with benefits group I am establishing. I’ll be in touch!

WILLIAM MENKING

OVERINFLATED ECO

Isn’t it about time we (you?) looked a little more closely at various green awards for architects? You report, without comment (May 19, 2010 issue is one famous example), that Michael Graves and Associates got a Gold Plus Award in a Green Mark program for a mega-project on an island off the coast of Singapore, a project that has a 45,000 car garage, and is “designed to be energy efficient for both daytime and night-time activities,” “with eco-coolers (sic) blasting chilled air (to) keep outside areas comfortable.” Shouldn’t there be a little investigation as to what’s going on?

PETER MARCUS

PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF URBAN PLANNING SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE, PLANNING AND PRESERVATION COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Find the building. Graphic by Nick Lowndes.
AUF WIEDERSEHEN, ANDRES

Don’t call him a one-hit wonder even if Andres Lepik, curator of architecture and design at MoMA, is already heading back to Berlin, just weeks after the closing of his single major show, “Small Scale, Big Change,” which was well received by critics and enthusiastically attended by the public, a rare double whammy.

In an email, Lepik said he’d be spending the Spring editing a book and free-lancing with “no fixed position yet.” As for who, when, or even if, his position will be filled, he did not know.

CIAO, TRON

And speaking of April surprises, architect-and-designer-turned-TRON: Legacy filmmaker Joseph Kosinski is going to Milan Design Week. The angle? Space-age polymers! DuPont is partnering with Disney to present “TRON designs CORIAN,” an exhibition inspired by the film. Expect a smoozy Corian landscape as well as commissioned installations by a to-be-announced group of architects and designers. Closer to home, Corian has colonized the lobby of the Bronx Museum of the Arts with an installation by Vito Acconci and team who cut, slit, gouged, braided, and rolled the material and then battered it with projected images and the shadows of passersby for “Lobby-for-the-Time-Being,” up through June 6.

ENVIROMENTAL GROUP DISPUTES RECYCLING BENEFITS OF COAL ASH

DUST-UP WITH EPA

A review conducted by independent nonprofit groups Environmental Integrity Project (EIP), Earthjustice, and the Stockholm Environment Institute’s U.S. Center at Tufts University, asserts that the EPA grossly overestimated the value of coal ash recycling, possibly preventing the passage of tougher regulations for the handling and disposal of fly ash and other coal combustion byproducts.

Prompted by the Tennessee Valley Authority’s massive fly ash sludge spill in 2008, the EPA’s 2010 announcement of a proposal to designate coal byproducts as hazardous waste caused an industry outcry. Opponents say the move would jeopardize several sectors that rely on recycled fly ash, an ingredient often present in building materials like wallboard and concrete. In response, the EPA’s regulatory proposal included a second option through which coal byproduct disposal would be regulated by the states.

Now, the EIP and its partners have released a new study. Using the EPA’s own empirical data, it finds that the agency’s estimate of recycling coal combustion residue results in annual life-cycle benefits at almost $23 billion is wholly inaccurate. Their analysis suggests an annual benefit of only $1.15 billion—20 times less. The group said the discrepancy arises from the government’s wish to appease industry stakeholders by pushing through weaker regulations, in light of the favorable cost-benefit analysis.

“Unfortunately, EPA and OMB just got this wrong,” said Environmental Integrity project director Eric Schaeffer in a release. “The ‘regulatory impact analysis’ prepared by EPA to support its proposal exaggerates the economic life-cycle value of coal ash recycling, which could end up stacking the deck in favor of the weaker regulatory option favored by industry.”

In the report published in late December, analysts said the EPA’s findings were faulty because they overestimated the amount of fine particle emissions prevented by recycling, and miscalculated the energy savings realized by recycling ash from cement kilns. The report also states that the agency’s numbers discount the quantifiable benefits of stricter standards, instead placing a huge dollar value on the stigma accompanying a hazardous waste designation for coal byproducts.

Stakeholders remain divided over whether a hazardous waste designation would help or hurt the industry. Though it is the only way for the EPA to obtain nationwide oversight, many use the current success and efficiency of existing state-mandated recycling programs as an argument against federal involvement.

Environmentalists, though, will see passage of weaker regulations as a win for the coal industry, arguing that another catastrophic sludge spill is imminent without stricter government controls. “It should come as no surprise that requiring safe landfills for coal ash is less costly than allowing ash dumps to contaminate water in hundreds of communities around the country,” said Earthjustice staff attorney Abigail Dillen. “What is surprising, in the face of this major public health threat, is that the books are being cooked to accommodate the coal industry.”

JENNIFER K. GORSCH
HEAVY METAL LIGHTENS UP

As the dust cleared following September 11, the poor state of the Financial District’s public spaces revealed itself to the Lower Manhattan Development Corporation. The LMDC responded by commissioning a strategic plan for 900 acres east of the World Trade Center site from Smith-Miller + Hawkinson Architects (SMH), who quickly began preparing a Strategic Open Space (SOS) plan that called for rethinking a network of pedestrian spaces. The nearly decade-long process has culminated in a revamped Louise Nevelson Plaza.

By evaluating pedestrian and automobile flows, parking, and privately owned public spaces (POPS), SMH identified the small “bowtie” plaza among five public spaces with the potential to transform the increasingly residential neighborhood. “We really wanted to encourage people to go down there, because the area was dying,” said Laurie Hawkinson, a principal at SMH. “Many public spaces were being illegally closed for fear of crime and terrorism, and really wanted to encourage people to go down there, because the area was dying,” said Laurie Hawkinson, a principal at SMH.

Previously crowded with overgrown landscaping and bulky stone benches, the plaza now promenade dynamic use for residents with an emphasis on opening up the plaza. That spatial lightness is reinforced with an indirect lighting scheme and glass slabs glow gently at night. “The lighting helps to make the space playful,” said Hawkinson.

For all its openness, the plaza is still situated in a financial capital, and the adjacent Federal Reserve bank required a guardhouse. Hawkinson sought to minimize the structure’s presence by tucking it in a stealthy black granite box on the plaza’s north side, where it would not be intrusive.

“We worked really hard to make Louise Nevelson Plaza a little gem in all this craziness of Lower Manhattan.”

BRANDEN KLAYKO
GREEN SCENE continued from front page with bullet points, provides clear checklists for administrators, designers, contractors, and maintenance staff on how to build and maintain sustainable parks. After walking the reader through site assessment and analysis, the report moves on to design before tackling construction and upkeep. The book’s major thrust centers on a section called “Best Practices in Site Process,” which divides its focus between soil, water, and vegetation. The manual culminates in a series of case studies that employ the book’s principles. “The most important part is the applications,” said Benepe. “It’s a very hands-on document.”

“I like to think of it as the Strunk and White of park design,” said Charles McKinney, principal urban designer for Parks, invoking the beloved style bible of writers. He added that one major motivation was to “make manifest a shared set of values” within the department and beyond. McKinney said that with staff preoccupied with completing the business at hand, there was little time left to write it all down. The Design Trust made it possible to bring in experts from the outside and implement a peer review process. “There were certain areas outside of our purview, like soils,” he said, adding that that effort also provided a framework for the agency to draw expertise from within the agency as well.

With the manual online at nyc.govparks.org, the creators see it as a living document. “No one believes that some of the stuff we put forward won’t become outdated. It’s a working document,” said Benepe. “It’s a very big tent that these things fall under, but the document will help institutionalize what we are doing.”

From top to bottom: Alongside Harlem River Greenway; Fort Totten Park; a storm water retention basin allows new plantings to thrive.

Creating green space in New York is not always a walk in the park. Challenged with drawing activity to its campus from 65th Street, Lincoln Center commissioned Diller Scofidio + Renfro and FXFOWLE to design a restaurant that would allow street life and arts events to come together, enlivening pedestrian paths while adding valuable public space. The team’s unique solution was an elegant parabolic-roofed pavilion that grows out of the Center’s plaza, creating a lawn for those who wish to lounge, and a canopy for those who wish to lunch. Steel’s slender, lightweight profile made the project possible by enabling the structure to bear on existing foundations, a new stage among many that give the performing arts center its life.

Structural Steel Right for any application

For help achieving the goals of your next project, contact the Steel Institute of New York.

TOM STOELKER

MICHAEL MORAN/COURTESY NANCY OWEN STUDIO

Click 252
Oh, to live in the unbuilt world of Thomas Leeser! While most architects have by mid-career accumulated a village of unrealized projects, all offering glimpses of unbuildable wonders or cancelled near-misses, Leeser’s exceptional collection features unbuilt buildings that seem at once otherworldly and down-to-earth. With a long-refined vocabulary of tessellated-panel cladding, continuous-curve surface, laconically sculptural massing, knife-sharp edging, and a certain icy taste for sparkle, his practice has produced an evanescent architecture for a counterfactual world, more exciting and exciting than our own: For Yakutsk, Russia, a woolly mammoth museum whose facade tessellations extrude into leggy permafrost-foundation piles, all with the irresistible creaturely charisma of the animal it exhibits; for Abu Dhabi, a hotel whose voluptuous curves manifest as Wright’s Guggenheim in full ballroom spin; for Heidelberg, Germany, there’s a solid-looking museum that, at least seemingly, melts into air.

Now, remarkably, one of those projects has found its way into the real world; like many recent arrivals from exotic realms, it lives in Queens, New York. It’s an addition to the Museum of the Moving Image, a shiny renovation of the existing interior along with a theater and screening room, and three new stories at the back, enrobed in a rounded and inscribed aluminum facade. The museum is a worthy city-run gallery of film and television, housed since 1988 in a surprisingly swanky complex of former studios and backlots built by Paramount Pictures in the 1920s. Setting aside that old saw about frozen music, architecture and cinema are the most intimately conspiratorial of arts, the formal language for the latter having been established by that notably failed architect, Sergei Eisenstein. And within the context of the moving image, Leeser’s architectural vocabulary has an acute critical relevance. The seamless surfaces that curve from floor to ceiling before splicing into deep re-entrant corners and incisions—these recall the long steady-cam tracking shot that immerses the filmmakers in a borrowed world. The rectilinear openings and tubular ramps that cut into those smooth surfaces to provide circulation and services—these recall the classic thumbs-and-forefingers framing of the cinema screen, and the startling displacements of a jump-cut montage. The color palette enhances these effects, with a bright white interrupt ed by shocks of red, and illuminated by concealed LEDs of retina-blasting blue. For the tectonically fastidious, these gestures might be more modern than modern: the coating in seamless white of a diverse assortment of plasters and resins and composites and metals supersedes a desirable legibility of how these different materials are deployed. But this privileging of visual effects is complemented by an economy of means in both programming and detailing: a stray cove underneath the banked seating of a second-floor theater becomes a lobby seating area of cunning grandeur; a handrail in a screening room doubles as a visually white-hot light-catcher, seeming to glow as it bounces the illumination of an otherwise banal fluorescent concealed nearby. That second-floor main theater is an attenuated icosahedron lined with blue felt panels. The linear gaps between those panels, arrayed at the same scale and harlequin pattern as the aluminum panels outside, challenge the eye’s reading of the form and edges of that volume to transporting effect. (For what is presumably the price of mere meters of their signature luminous tropical hardwood, the admittedly much smaller Blue Theatre strongly recalls the most instrumental effects of Diller Scofidio + Renfro’s contemporary Alice Tully Hall, with similar felt walls, cove lighting, panelized extremities, and demi-hexagonal geometry in plan and section.) Much of what distinguishes Leeser’s project, like surprising sightlines and hardworking shadow gaps, is achieved, as it were, for free.

After navigating funding cuts and schedule delays, it reportedly arrived right on budget, doubling the museum’s size to some 100,000 square feet for a surprising $67 million. And, as they say in Hollywood, all the money is up on the screen. Although glazing at both ends of the long lobby draws light deep into the floor plate, the interior lacks a soaring see-through space worthy of this scrappy museum’s ambition and mission. But a densely woven cross-section, and frequent double-programming of shared circulation, exhibition, and projection spaces, packs a remarkable amount of punch into a smallish total volume. Much of the addition provides circulation space to galleries embedded in the historic Paramount building, which combine discursive exhibits and high-tech new media with charmingly hokey ephemera like an original puppet prop of Star Wars’ Yoda, somewhat worse for wear at age 931. The addition works because, unlike the hermetically bombastic work of many would-be-Yodas of the architecture galaxy, it poses not as a prophetic artifact from an as-yet unbuilt world, but integrates itself with a surprising combination of swagger and subtlety into an existing architecture, and into the virtual and actual landscapes of the cinema it houses and the city it inhabits. On a recent evening, a screening in that blue theater of 2001 yielded an uncanny convergence: a view of stars framed by the door of a space station’s landing bay aligned precisely with the rectangle of the screen, which in turn aligned with the lateral cross-section of the theater itself; as Kubrick’s camera pulsed back into the depth of the bay, that space suddenly became, by single-point-perspective alignment, a telescoping extension of the theater, launching the audience deep into the heavens. Downstairs, snow from a recent blizzard drifted against a glittering window-wall, blended seamlessly with the ice-white floors, and by juxtaposition and reflection sent that same audience through the looking glass, through the silver screen, out into the night. THOMAS DE MONCHAUX
Museum of the Moving Image

Architect: Leeser Architecture
Owner's Representative: Levien & Company
CUBE’S NEW SQUARE
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COURTESY WXY

This plaza, which contains the famous Tony Rosenthal sculpture Alamo—colloquially known as “The Cube”—will be left largely open, but the plaza’s surface will be subtly contoured to direct rainwater into a biowall and stand of trees at the southern end of the plaza. The Cube will be moved about six feet westward to create a new view corridor. “We want The Cube to be visible coming from Union Square,” said Claire Weisz, a principal at WXY. “We also want to preserve the feeling of openness, so that Astor Place is still a site where spontaneous performances and unplanned encounters can happen.”

Across 3rd Street, the plaza with the subway entrance will also be expanded. New trees will be added, as well as benches of informally stacked blocks of stone. A large oak tree—like those found at Cooper Square—will anchor the plaza at the southeast corner. It, too, will feature a biowall and improved storm water management. A similar large oak will be planted caddy corner from the front of the Cooper Union Foundation Building.

Cooper Square will be expanded, and feature lushly planted beds by Piet Oudolf and benches lining its perimeter. The existing oaks and monument will be preserved. “The language will be a bit more traditional at Cooper Square,” Weisz said, in deference to its more historic character.

Additional trees will line both sides of a significantly narrowed 4th Avenue. Near the juncture of 3rd- and 4th avenues, a series of scraggly street trees and narrow medians now stand, an expansive plaza will be created along the west side of 4th Avenue. This space, near the entrance to a new private high school being opened by nearby Grace Church, will be left largely unprogrammed, with the exception of another new stand of trees. “We want it open for interpretation,” Weisz said. Fourth Avenue, which currently meets 3rd on the diagonal, creating a wide, wedge-shaped expanse of roadway, will be redirected into a curve. The new plaza will be carved from the former roadbed.

For the designers, the project is a showcase of what can be done within the framework of the city’s new street design guidelines. “It’s a real deployment of all the new techniques,” Weisz said.

ALAN O. BRAKE

BROAD APPEAL
continued from
front page

and largely failed—to be a vibrant cultural hub for the city. It will be home to the Broad's collection of over 2,000 contemporary artworks, as well as to the offices of the Broad Foundation.

“We’re convinced that Grand Avenue is where it’s at,” said Eli Broad, who has played a significant role in much of the street’s distinctive architecture, including Coop Himmelb(l)au’s Perforing Arts High School, Arata Isozaki’s MOCA, and, of course, Disney Hall.

DS + R, well known for its work on Boston’s Institute for Contemporary Art and New York’s High Line and Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts, among other influential projects, has created a design that in many—although not all—ways embraces Downtown LA, adding visual energy and welcoming people inside.

The three-story, 120,000-square-foot building is essentially a traditional steel-frame box wrapped in what the firm calls “the veil,” an intriguing honeycomb of interconnecting structural concrete trapezoids. At the press conference, DS + R’s Elizabeth Diller pointed out that the veil will allow passersby to peek inside the building, while allowing art viewers to peer outside. Diller added that the veil’s design originated as a response to the highly expressive Disney Hall, which sits next to the new building. While Disney is shiny and solid, The Broad, as the new museum will be called, will be porous and cellular. She said sponges and lava stones provided inspiration.

One enters the building through a “lift” of the veil, a large glass-clad cantilever on the corner of Grand Avenue and 2nd Street that’s evocative of the entry to DS + R’s Alice Tully Hall at Lincoln Center. The opening will “blow a kiss to Disney,” joked Diller, and invite people to come into the lobby, a sculptural space that will be activated with a café, bookstore, and multimedia space. On the escalator ride up to the main galleries, one will process through a dramatic tunnel that pierces the “vault,” an interior space containing the museum’s storage and archives.

The foundation’s offices and a lecture hall will also be contained on these intermediate floors. On the way down, a separate passageway will offer glimpses into the vault and the inner workings of the museum.

The top-floor galleries will contain 40,000 square feet of open, column-free exhibition space that takes advantage of the veil’s construction to filter natural light in mesmerizing patterns. DS + R associate Kevin Rice noted that the firm is working with ARUP lighting designer Andy Sedgwick, the same consultant who has worked with Renzo Piano on many of his memorable skylights. Other partners in the project include executive architect Gensler.

Diller believes the building will add excitement to Grand Avenue and Downtown LA, but also tamps down expectations for its impact on the neighborhood. “It’s only a step. It will not solve LAX problems,” she said. While the building’s Grand Avenue and 2nd Avenue facades appear fairly active with their glassy fronts and widened sidewalks, its south and west elevations are still question marks. Those sides will have no public entrance and meet the street via the building’s three-story parking garage.

Much depends on whether the city’s huge Grand Avenue Project moves forward. That plan calls for plazas around the space, which could better connect the museum to the urban grid as well as to a new transit station. While many seem unsure if the new public space will come to pass, City Planner Simon Pastucha said that “it’s a requirement, it’s just a question of when.” When asked about the retail, restaurant, park, and hotel-rich Union Square, Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa said, “The language will be a bit more traditional at Cooper Square.”

Other partners in the project include executive architect Gensler.

SAM LUBELL

NO GRACE PERIOD

After winning a series of battles to save the Grace Episcopal Church Memorial Hall in Jamaica, Queens, preservationists lost the war. When the Landmark Preservation Commission designated their 1912 Tudor meeting hall a landmark, the congregation complained that the cost of maintaining the structure at city landmark standards was too much. Church leaders pulled in support from local Councilmembers, who overturned the LPC ruling in a 47 to 1 vote on January 18. While the City Council rarely overturns designations, the move sent a chilling message to preservationists: it’s not designated till the Council says it’s designated.

DESIGN NYC ANNOUNCES 2011 MATCHES

DesignNYC, an organization that pairs nonprofits with designers, announced their matchups for 2011. Firms that applied last fall were selected by a persnickety panel of top industry names. The firms providing probono services for the not for profits are Vamos Architects, Rodrigo Corral, Abruzzo Bodiak Architects, Fopeleon-Lubliner, OttaNY, S90BC with Studio L’image, Language Design, architects Fink & Platt, and Publicis.

FILM FACILITY AT NAVY YARD

In 2013 Brooklyn College will bring its film program to a state of the art commercial facility at the Brooklyn Navy Yard. The school expects to rent space from Steinem Studios after they renovate the warehouse on the corner of Washington and Flushing avenues. The deal brings an infusion of $90 million in state subsidies, $65 million in private investment, and $420 million in state tax credits. The mayor touted the hybrid project in his State of the City address, calling the program “the first graduate-level film school of its kind.” The program provides students with hands-on studio experience and a chance to rub shoulders with big time players, as Steiner keeps their cameras rolling.
When the Durst Organization and Cook + Fox approached Cline Bettridge Bernstein Lighting Design (CBBLD) to execute the exterior lighting scheme for One Bryant Park, they already had a very clear idea of how they wanted their building to appear at night. The crystalline volume of the 55-story tower features a variety of facets, sliced away from the mass of the building, that orient views through the forest of midtown skyscrapers surrounding the structure. This is most apparent on the southeast exposure, where the apparent on the southeast exposure, which through the forest of midtown skyscrapers they already had a very clear idea of how the exterior lighting scheme for One Bryant Park, Lighting Design (CBBLD) to execute the job would have to be accomplished without the team settled on high-output 15-watt LED glowing glass tower. And of course, the developer both wanted this inverted triangle of illumination on the exterior, an effect, after the light and create a subtle striated pattern of translucent fritting on each exterior glass panel, high up where it wouldn’t trouble the eye. It proved enough, however, to catch the light and create a subtle striped pattern of illumination on the exterior, an effect, after all, that even matched the romantic rendering first presented to CBBLD. To make the light, the team settled on high-output 15-watt LED cove fixtures placed in the spandrel sections of the elevation, where they would be well out of sight. They also tuned the white LEDs to 5,000K, establishing a cooler light within the double wall that contrasts with the warmer, 3,000K-T5 fluorescent strip lighting on the building’s interior. As elegant as the solution was, it didn’t work all the way up the elevation, where two other architectural conditions presented themselves—the mechanical floors, which run from 52 to 56, and the parapet, which goes from 57 to the sky. Cook + Fox wanted consistency to the appearance of the lighting scheme in spite of these differences, and so CBBLD went about fabricating as close a facsimile of the office floors as was possible. The mechanical floors step back from the lower parts of the tower, and on the resultant ledges, the team inserted frosted glass panels. They backlit these with floor-mounted 58-watt T5 fluorescent lamps, tuned to the same 3,000K color temperature as the office lighting. Within the cavity created between the frosted panels and the exterior wall, the designers placed the same 5,000K LED fixtures as used on floors 21 through 51, only bracket-mounted rather than cove. This strategy created a similar depth and contrasting tone of light as below. The team also backlit the rest of the mechanical floor’s facades, which are translucent glass, with 58 watt T5 fluorescent lamps, further reinforcing the consistency of lighting throughout the elevation of the building. Lighting the parapet, which extends in some places as much as 50 feet above the roof, was an entirely different ballgame. There would be no constructing of a backing wall of frosted glass, as on the mechanical zones. CBBLD also had to contend with the helter-skelter ambient light of nearby Times Square. The solution was to use 400-watt metal halide up-lights behind the double wall section to simulate the lighting provided by T5s below, and 269-watt metal halide up-lights paired with each vertical column of the glass wall to reproduce the effect handled by the LEDs. The remainder of the parapet was lit with 150-watt metal halide up-lights, again to establish consistency of light all the way to the tip top of the tower. Then there is the spire, which reaches a full 1,200 feet into the air. Cook + Fox and Durst felt this element should be lit in a changing array of colors, both to complete the overall architectural composition at night, and as a civic gesture on the skyline similar to that offered by the Empire State Building. In answer, CBBLD outfitted the spire, a sort of triangular vertical truss in form, with strategically placed 50-watt RGB color-changing LED up-light fixtures. The luminaires are linked to a DMX control station, allowing One Bryant’s management to adjust the color on demand. CBBLD also completed the lobby lighting scheme, though there is no room to discuss that here. Throughout the project, CBBLD counted every watt; there isn’t an incandescent on the job. The watt-scrimping paid off. The lighting scheme helped the base building earn its LEED Platinum rating, and it did so without sacrificing a little splash on the exterior, proving that a building doesn’t have to be boring to be green. AARON SEWARD
A LA MODULAR

NOT JUST FOR HOUSES, PREFAB DESIGNS THINK BEYOND THE BOX

BY JENNIFER K. GORSCHE

1 BOX KITCHEN
FLETCHER CAMERON

A new product from kitchen design firm Fletcher Cameron, founded by Frank Lloyd Wright’s great-granddaughter Christine Ingraham, the Box Kitchen is a prefabricated cabinet solution for kitchens, baths, and offices. Available in standard, legged, or wall-hung cabinet styles in 33 laminate colors and ten wood veneers, the cabinets come standard with soft-close, Euro-style hinges on solid maple or metal drawers. Components are fabricated in Connecticut and can be shipped nationwide.

www.boxkitchen.com

2 MODULAR STAIR
ASCENDINGS

Introduced at the 2010 Build Boston show, Ascendings is a modular stair system consisting of CNC-machined aluminum components that can be prefabricated for a variety of straight and curved stair designs, with wood (produced by the Indiana company’s Amish neighbors), metal, lightweight concrete, or glass treads. The system uses a patent-pending technology to replace stringers with individual aluminum pieces, making it ideal for remodel projects in which full-stair installation is difficult.

www.ascendings.com

3 SMART BUILDING KITS
PROJECT FROG

Founded in 2006, smart-building manufacturer Project Frog is testing its next generation of designs in the Hawaiian Islands; a sample building kit is shown here. Working with the Hawaii Natural Energy Institute, the company will install a series of buildings designed for energy efficiency and sustainability throughout the islands, evaluating a new energy-neutral test platform at two climatically different locations, and testing the structural system and building envelope performance in the two environments. Alternative-energy generation technologies will also be evaluated.

www.projectfrog.com

4 MODULAR HOMES
ASUL

An acronym for the Adaptable System for Universal Living, ASUL homes use a material management system to source, prefabricate, and package construction materials for assembly from anywhere in the world, should they be unavailable at the building site. Design options include ten modular sizes, two deck and awning options, and three ceiling-height variations, with raised or slab-on-grade foundations. Homes may be built by the owner or ASUL, alone or collaboratively.

www.asul.us

5 SYSTEM 10
ROSA GRES

A new prefabricated system for constructing concrete overflow swimming pools quickly, the new Rosa Gres System 10 uses interlocking precast panels, with an integrated pool surround drainage channel, to ensure a precisely finished, high-strength tank structure. Once the pool tank is complete, the system is waterproofed with a Hidroelastic membrane system, and tiled using the company’s Ergo System range of porcelain pool tiles.

www.rosagres.com

6 ART.RAINBOW
GUALENI DESIGN

A new conceptual model from Gualeni Design, ART.rainbow is a prefabricated, solar-powered pavilion composed of transparent composite sheets held together by a dome of modular elements fitted with solar panels. During the daytime, the structure is a light-filled space for gatherings; at night, LEDs within the ceiling use stored solar power to illuminate the interior. The “artificial rainbow” is available in any color scheme and can be customized to suit an event’s needs. Production is anticipated.

www.dxtroy.com
VaproShield promotes a systems approach to building envelope design, incorporating Breathable and Air-Barrier Membranes, Rain Screen Design Components and 3D Window Flashing Elements resulting in High Performance Building Envelope Solutions.

VaproShield Systems Approach

Healthy Buildings Need to Breathe. Inspired by a frog’s permeable, breathable skin, we have created the closest thing to Mother Nature.

Project Profile: HL23

VaproShield is proud to be part of acclaimed architect Neil Denari’s HL23, an extraordinary, reverse-tapering architectural landmark in New York City.

The complex concrete and steel frame structure with windows over eleven feet high, demanded the most high performing vapor and air permeable weather resistant membrane in the industry: WallShield®.

VaproShield’s WallShield, Weather Resistant Vapor and Air Permeable membrane, was installed under the stainless steel rain screen cladding system, covering the insulation.

It is tear and puncture resistant, reducing repairs and labor costs. Compatible with all construction types, suitable for low and unlimited height high rise buildings, contributes to LEED and has a 20 year warranty.

Contact VaproShield to learn more about how VaproShield systems work to:
- Allow walls and roofs to breathe while controlling air leakage
- Protect the building enclosure against moisture intrusion
- Reduce energy costs

Local Representation in most US States and Canadian Territories

VaproShield Weather Resistant Membranes:
- Mechanically Attached or Self Adhered
- LEED Contributor
- Class A Fired-Rated
- ASTM E 2357.05 Approved
- 20 Year Warranty
- 100% Recyclable
Julius Shulman’s iconic photograph of the cantilevered, night-lit living room of Pierre Koenig’s Case Study House #22—two women chatting with the lights of Los Angeles below—captured the essence of postwar modern living, California-style. Time will tell if the luxury perches of HL23 will prove as emblematic of the layered urbanism of 21st-century New York. Still, the Neil Denari–designed, 14-story building is sure to offer some of the best in-home people watching in the city, with endlessly fascinating views of the people on the High Line, as well as the changing foliage of the linear park, cars passing below, and the ever-evolving skyline of far west Chelsea.

A freewheeling California spirit echoes through the project’s formal and structural dynamism, but also at a top level, 1,000-square-foot penthouse entertaining room with a three-sided wraparound terrace. Custom 20-foot-long sheets of glass move on mechanized tracks on three sides, removing the boundary between indoor and outdoor living. But while the Case Study houses symbolized an accessible, leisurely lifestyle, the glass box atop HL23 epitomizes luxury living out of reach to all but the very few: There are 12 units. While the views out are sure to captivate potential buyers, the architect and developer have paid equal attention to the details within. Museum-quality white oak hardwood floors have a clear coat finish. Kitchens are outfitted with contrasting charcoal gray–stained wood cabinets with notched pulls instead of hardware, beveled solid surface countertops, and a full complement of high-end appliances, including double ovens and 48-inch refrigerators/freezers. Custom mechanical shades rise from the floor to the ceiling, offering a buffer against voyeurism. The bathrooms are covered in massive slabs of marble, selected for their highly graphic veining (horizontal bands, splatter paint, dramatic book-matching) different in every unit. “I don’t like the busy-ness of tile, and all the grout seams,” Alf Naman, HL23’s developer, told AN on a recent tour. “I love the purity of the slab.” A material that has connoted luxury for centuries to the point of cliché, the marble here manages to look brand new.

Rooms are laid out carefully, and so while the public areas are open and free flowing, bedrooms feel private, with bathrooms, closets, and discreet hallways, preventing shared walls. Careful planning extended to minimization of the service core, which Naman credits to architect of record Marc Rosenbaum. “When you can gain 12 inches here or there, it’s worth all the effort. It means you can create more generous spaces,” Naman said.

When the building is complete, one hopes HL23 will also be photographed to capture how modern New Yorkers—some of them, at least—live now.
The 16-unit condominium at 200 Eleventh took a long time to be completed, and not just because of the garage elevator that delivers cars directly to each apartment. Begun in 2006, there were stop-work orders, developer splits, media mauling, the usual residential real-estate mayhem, and then the economy collapsed. Now, with all four penthouses and the 2,400 square feet on average apartments—duplexes all—sold, the 19-story condominium designed by Annabelle Selldorf still looks impressively au courant.

That enduring freshness is thanks in part to the refined modern classicism that Selldorf practices. But it is also the result of her thorough understanding of the floor plan. At a time when it is fashionable to undermine expectations, throw in some curved walls, tight angles, and perhaps a window too high to reach, Selldorf has remained resolutely straightforward: “Maybe I am old-fashioned, but I am obsessed with floor plans. Others work on sections or 3D. I can’t visualize without a plan. It allows me to think about how to walk through and use a space—and that’s the beginning of everything.”

Selldorf makes spaces understandable in terms of everyday life—there is a place to hang a coat on entering, guests can go to a powder room without barging through a guest or children’s bedroom. She arrives at her floor plans, she said, using furniture layouts, and imagining lives as they unfold: How would 12 people sit around the table. How would someone eat alone? “It’s layered work, perhaps even pedestrian—but I go over and over it until it is all worked out.”

The master bedroom, for instance, is surprisingly, impressively small. More bulkhead than the baronial sprawl associated with luxury condominiums, it is efficient, with a freestanding piece serving as both storage and headboard. (Mind you, there’s also a view to the horizon of the Hudson River, plus, for some, perhaps a double-height terrace). The apartments are assumed to be, as with so many new luxury dwellings these days, pied-à-terres, and Selldorf addresses that reality in plan, putting her emphasis on the grand two-story living space, allowing bedrooms to be utilitarian and the kitchen to disappear entirely behind folding walls.

Materials distinguish the bathroom, and here Selldorf admits succumbing to some “outlandish” indulgences. The freestanding tub is made of granite (“Everyone knows the Corian tub, so I wanted one in stone”); the walls are big slabs of lava ceramic—difficult to install, visually intriguing, beautifully tactile, and well worth the effort. Overall, materials—and especially the (sustainably sourced) teak used for the floors, kitchen counters, and stair risers—convey the message of a classic calm that will remain timely for as long as luxury means quality. And then there are those personal garages. **JULIE V. IOVINE**
Nix the dining room. Hide the kitchen. Expand the bathroom and add a tub that seats four. Now that's a pad. But is it luxury? Calvin Tsao of Tsao & McKown suggests that the definition of contemporary luxury responds to time and place. And the firm's design for the William Beaver House is luxury of a very distinct time and a very particular place. Conceived before the 2008 crash, the condo is a two-minute walk from Wall Street, and was originally intended for hedge-funders on the move.

Tsao says that the notion of what makes a home in New York is as diverse as the city itself. “People are finally shedding some of the romantic notions of home,” he said. “To me, in some ways, it’s a lament. There’s something wonderful about classic design, but we have to stay modern and real, more pragmatic. We investigate urban living instead of homes.” Tsao noted that for the William Beaver customer, the concealed kitchen is for reheating takeout, dining rooms are superfluous, and the bathroom is a place to relax. “We’re talking about a youth-ful population that is not necessarily family-oriented,” he said. “It’s all very Holly Golightly, the oven is where you keep your sweaters.”

While it may sound extravagant, Tsao believes the reality is that there’s some serious value engineering and programmatic typologies at work. If a formal dining room isn’t going to be used, then scrap it and give the space over to the bathroom. There, the notion of privacy is challenged with vertical louver doors that open onto the bedroom. “We’re not visionaries; we did focus groups,” the architect said. “People need time and a place to relax. By opening onto the bedroom, we steal visual space. You don’t need to be sequestered.”

While load-bearing walls would have conserved costs, the designers engineered the building to allow for break-through walls, in case future owners want to expand into the next apartment. Burmese teak accents are used throughout in the flooring, on a kitchen butcher block, and lining the workstation hidden inside a closet. The workstation can be easily removed should the owner care to use it for clothing. “We insert moments that can be augmented,” said Tsao. Elsewhere, elements of classic New York nudge their way in. The glazed yellow and charcoal brick of the facade is inspired by NYC taxicabs, while a wider version of subway tiles (4-inch-by-16-inch) line the bathroom. “I do believe the city exudes a certain kind of character, and it’s important to reflect that,” said Tsao. “Importing a Zen look with bamboo would be a little artificial.”

Clockwise from top left: The charcoal grey and taxi yellow tower; the peek-a-boo bathroom with louvers; CaesarStone kitchen backsplash; white lacquer kitchen cabinets; tiger wood in the lobby.
The interiors of 1280 Fifth Avenue, a 19-story residential tower atop the Robert A.M. Stern–designed Museum for African Art, are more inspired by Central Park’s Harlem Meer than by Museum Mile. Working with architect of record SLCE, Kikoski portioned out the tower’s floor plans to preserve park views through large picture windows, taking care that interior elements don’t distract from them. The apartments are, in fact, organized looking outward. Renewable materials, wrought from a variety of finishes and scales, were chosen to evoke the park across the street. Permanent fixtures and finishes evoke the outdoors, too: Flooring is 5-inch-wide white oak, except in the bathrooms where Jerusalem limestone floors surround Zuma soaking tubs. Bathroom finishes are meant to remind buyers that “this building is carefully designed for today’s lifestyles, but is also adjacent to a great repository of natural, organic beauty,” said Kikoski. Bianco Dolomiti marble counters top American black walnut vanities, and tiny abalone-shell wall tiles add texture to the walls of glass-enclosed showers. The centerpiece of most units, kitchens with teak millwork and brown Labrador granite, are designed as fully integrated pieces of furniture with name-brand appliances hidden so as not to upstage the scenery. In the case of at least one north-facing studio, the kitchen, just steps from the bed, looks more like a custom-designed wardrobe than like a place to cook. “Take any trophy building on Park Avenue,” said Kikoski. “The kitchen is sequestered away, it’s more for servants—it’s not anything you want to see or really ever go into. Here, the kitchen is at the center of the living experience.”

However stuffy, traditional designs were more forgiving to architects than new open-plan layouts and full-height windows. “The walls were thick, materials were hefty, and people didn’t have as much stuff,” said Kikoski. “Now, people want outrageously spacious bathrooms with huge walk-in closets and kitchens with tons of square footage. There’s a lot of careful precision and calibration required to capture these elements and to make them gracious within these incredibly engineered environments.”

Challenged with anticipating how residents will wish to use their space, and with leaving them as many options as possible, Kikoski presented building manager Brown Harris Stevens with ideas for horizontal and vertical unit combinations, should the right buyer come along. The building’s 116 apartments run between $750,000 to over $3.3 million, but combination units are listed at up to $6.9 million, not including construction costs. “We thought of the great rooms as the equivalent of the Great Lawn,” said Kikoski. “You can use them however you want.” JENNIFER K. GORSCHE
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**FEBRUARY 17**

**EXHIBITION OPENINGS**

- Luis Camnitzer: A Retrospective
  - El Museo del Barrio
  - 1230 5th Ave.
  - www.elmuseo.org
- New York Fiber in the 21st Century
  - Lehman College Art Gallery
  - 250 Bedford Park Blvd. West Bronx, NY
  - www.lehman.cuny.edu/gallery
  - www.fitchforum.com
  - Columbia University
  - 8:30 a.m.
  - Fitch Forum

**LECTURES**

- AlbertWatkins Photographers
  - Lecture Series
  - 7:00 p.m.
  - School at ICP
  - 685 2nd Ave.
  - www.icp.org
- Jamie Permutt
  - The piece Untitled (Question with no Answer) is above. In two locations simultaneously, the MoMA/Ca portion of the show is a companion to the LeWitt Wall Drawing Retrospective, currently on view.
- Kevin Roche, FAIA
  - The City of Greater Consolidation, The Architecture of the Finest Rooms
  - 6:30 p.m.
  - Library at the General Society
  - 20 West 44th St.
  - www.classicist.org
- Francis Menocal
  - Seven Architectural Embarrassments
  - 6:30 p.m.
  - Yale School of Architecture, Hastings Hall
  - 180 York St.
  - New Haven, CT
  - www.yale.edu
- Kevin Roche, FAIA
  - The City of Greater Consolidation, The Architecture of the Finest Rooms
  - 6:30 p.m.
  - Library at the General Society
  - 20 West 44th St.
  - www.classicist.org

**EXHIBITION OPENINGS**

- plywood: Material, Process, Form
  - MOMA
  - 11 West 53rd St.
  - www.moma.org
  - Plywood, Material, Process, Form
  - MOMA
  - 11 West 53rd St.
  - www.moma.org

**LECTURES**

- Envelope Conversations: Richard Sennett, Eyal Weizman, Teddy Cruz, Gurald Frug
  - 6:00 p.m.
  - Princeton University
  - 401 Forrestal Hall
  - www.princeton.edu

**EXHIBITION OPENINGS**

- The Architecture of the Finest Rooms
  - 6:30 p.m.
  - Library at the General Society
  - 20 West 44th St.
  - www.classicist.org
- Seven Architectural Embarrassments
  - 6:30 p.m.
  - Yale School of Architecture, Hastings Hall
  - 180 York St.
  - New Haven, CT
  - www.yale.edu

**EVENT**

- LeWitt Wall Drawing Retrospective, currently on view.
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## ART EVENTS

### FEBRUARY 2011

#### FEBRUARY 7

- **Exhibition Openings**
  - Luis Camnitzer:
    - Exhbit: **Stargazers**
      - Sun 6
      - 2960 Broadway
      - Columbia University
      - Fitch Forum
      - Symposium
      - 144 West 14th St.
      - Pratt Manhattan
      - 5:30 p.m.
      - Global Climate Change, World Heritage Sites, Lecture
      - Arup Offices
      - Architectural League
      - 66 5th Ave.
      - School for Design
      - Parsons The New School for Design
      - 66 West 12th St.
      - J. M. Kaplan Hall
      - Alvin Johnson/Museum of Modern Art
      - 39 Battery Pl.
      - 6:30 p.m.
      - and Lisa Keller:
      - Kenneth Jackson and Lisa Keller:
        - The Encyclopedia of New York City
        - 6:30 p.m.
        - Skyscraper Museum
        - 38 Battery Pl.
        - www.skyscraper.org

#### FEBRUARY 8

- **Lectures**
  - Andrew S. Dolkart:
    - Lecture:
      - Albert Watson:
        - Lecture Series:
          - 348 East 54th St.
          - Recreation Center 54
          - New York: The Story of Consolidation
          - 11 West 53rd St.
          - MOMA
          - 1114 Ave. of the Americas
          - School at ICP
          - 12:00 p.m.
          - Evidence-Based Design Symposium
          - John A. Wilson Building
          - 8:00 a.m.
          - Through Design
          - www.latrobechaptersah.org
          - 1201 17th St. NW
          - Museum & Archives
          - Charles Sumner School
          - 6:30 p.m.
          - Emerging Design in China
          - www.icp.org
          - 1114 Ave. of the Americas
          - School at ICP
          - 8:00 p.m.
          - Emerging Design in China
          - www.icp.org
          - 1114 Ave. of the Americas
          - School at ICP
          - 8:00 p.m.
          - Emerging Design in China
          - www.icp.org
          - 1114 Ave. of the Americas
          - School at ICP
          - 8:00 p.m.
          - Emerging Design in China
          - www.icp.org
          - 1114 Ave. of the Americas
          - School at ICP
          - 8:00 p.m.
At a time when architecture PhD programs and students are increasing in number, Ira Rakatansky: As Modern As Tomorrow provides a timely reminder of the value of architectural scholarship, and importantly, a compelling methodology for carrying out that kind of work. Lynette Widder, an architect and the head of the architecture department at Rhode Island School of Design (RISD), edited the book, along with information designer John Caserta. She engages in an articulate and thoughtful brand of research. Simply put, her scholarship itself is architectural. In the book, which presents Rakatansky’s selected works along with a three-part essay by Widder, she performs close readings of architectural drawings.

At the book’s outset, she acknowledges, “the transposition of architecture from idea to realization is subject to a much larger degree of uncertainty than most of us would like to think.” Builders build. Architects draw. So rather than rely on biography, cultural criticism, or architectural theory, Widder keeps her analytical gaze trained squarely on Rakatansky’s drawings. What she discovers is the story of the son of a Rhode Island contractor who trained at Harvard Graduate School of Design (GSD) in the 1940s under leading architects and German émigrés Walter Gropius and Marcel Breuer. She also finds an architect completely focused on the craft and detail of his work, as well as a poet attuned to what it means for architecture to be on the one hand American, on the other modern, and—always—both simultaneously.

Even as Rakatansky came into contact with different teachers and influences, and engaged in broad cultural questions, his drawings, Widder argues, always have one reader in mind: the team of contractors who will do the work to realize the design. She suggests that Rakatansky arrived at the GSD as someone “used to moving quickly and expediently from conception to construction.” To support this, she turns to work produced for Breuer’s studio course, comparing Rakatansky’s drawings to the drawings of two fellow students. One student misdirected the details, choosing to highlight the secondary feature of a lock on the 1700s designed a fully-automated flour mill driven by water and gravity (a design that stands as the thesis statement of the American preoccupation with flow production); Frederick Winslow Taylor, the efficiency expert famous for his time and motion studies; and Lillian and Frank Gilbreth, early 20th-century industrial engineers who refined Taylor’s initial investigations with an emphasis on psychology and worker satisfaction. Rappaport has also documented the mostly unsung engineers who made obsessions with speed, accuracy, and interchangeability into a working reality. One display case features the wooden implements of tool and die makers that were at the core of this effort, and archival footage throughout the exhibition demonstrates this idea of flow, with the final film juxtaposing images from the era of these modern factories with contemporary clips: Here is the literal image of flow, whether it be fabrics, automobiles, or milk products. It is a potent reminder that the ideal factory is never static. The show is introduced by an extensive timeline—color-coded to emphasize key events in technology (harvest gold), evolving factory types (blue), and social issues (green)—that covers one wall. The exhibit unfolds in three sections under the headings “Modern,” “Contemporary,” and finally “New York City,” each section moving from the general to specific case studies that represent the evolving vertical urban factory. The entry points to this history are more than spinning, weaving, milling, and their mechanization into an automated process demanding a new type of construction. Thus the exhibition on one level is an examination of the factory as an evolving architectural type taken from its origins to the present day. But it is far more than that, as it brings together the threads of technology, workflow, efficiency, manufacturing, factory architecture and the relevant social issues in a fact-rich but coherent manner that will appeal to a broad audience. The social issues surrounding the provision of adequate light, air, and hygiene for workers and the integration of the factory into the urban fabric were as much of a concern then as now. These initial, modern factories were organized at the periphery of the main exhibition space, while the displays of contemporary and proposed factories are shown on repurposed conveyor rollers at the center of the space (the original equipment was manufactured by the same company that equipped Highland Park). What emerges is that the modern factory is unsustainable because of its high-energy costs, impact on the environment, and the 1960s and 1970s saw a crisis develop that continues today. Finally, there is the contemporary factory as spectacle, such as the aforementioned Volkswagen assembly plant. But it is really the proposed reintegration of the vertical urban factory into its point of origin that is the point of the show. In New York, these structures were influenced by the 1916 Zoning Law just as surely as the skyscraper was; manufacturing began to be isolated in neighborhoods largely along the waterfront thereafter. Until 1960, New York was still a manufacturing hub. Sadly, from the standpoint of the manufacturers themselves, the horizontal, shed-like factory has proven to be the cheapest solution to their problems, but not to the communities surrounding them. Unimaginably vast complexes in China housing hundreds of thousands of workers are today’s reality, and the Vertical Urban Factory proposes a vision of something smaller, local, and linked to the community rather than imposed upon it. Almost every factory case study incorporates a commissioned model, well-researched with atypical photographs, archival footage, and artifacts that add a human-scale element. Some examples are very well known (the Fiat factory at Lingotto with its rooftop test track), while others are fairly obscure (Buckminster Fuller’s Vertical
**Mining A Milieu**

Triumvirate: McKim, Mead & White: Art, Architecture, Scandal and Class in America’s Gilded Age

A great biographer of an important cultural producer accomplishes two things: First, he or she explains for the reader the subject’s motivations and shows how that person was able to climb to the heights of his or her field. Second, the author provides the reader with the feeling that you are there at the making of a work or works of great importance.

In her new film biography, **Triumvirate: McKim, Mead & White**, the director Rakatansky moves directly into his or her subject’s head, to understand what led them to make such career moves and to try to reconstruct the world around the author. For one thing, such a move requires the biographer to get inside his or her subject’s head, to understand what led them to make such career moves and to try to reconstruct the world around them.

The earlier, sometimes more prosaic undertaking, to read and analyze the work of this single architect, she posits a mercurial modernism, a way of thinking of the subject that is not reducible to any single ideology. Rakatansky,” the authors point out, “is the kind of book that can only be done in astonishing detail, while without belaboring the point, Rakatansky’s educational and professional record and who, as a student of Gropius and Breuer, moving through his experience and work to later professional documentation. From start to finish, they reveal an author with an intuitive sense of craft. Historical and contemporary photographs soften the presentation and show the enduring quality of Rakatansky’s architecture. A can of Campbell’s soup, a fridge with magnets underscored that Rakatansky did not consider the contractor to be the final audience for his work. He was, as Widder points out, always empathetic to the client.

Unlike his near-contemporaries Philip Johnson and I.M. Pei, Rakatansky went from Harvard back to his hometown, remaining relatively obscure outside Rhode Island. “There is no ‘school of Rakatansky,’’ the authors point out. In her analysis, though, Widder discovers a broader message. Though her subject is rooted in a particular place at a specific time, this is, after all, one of the book’s main arguments—her analysis can be readily and constructively applied to contemporary practice, since it addresses challenges facing architects today: the changing relationship between drawing and building and the increasingly complex immigration, emigrations, and mobilities that contribute to the current architectural thought, making the work truly “as modern as tomorrow.”

**A Madrid recycling plant by Abalos & Herreros Architects.**

**LIFE DRAWING continued from page 18**

bottom of an entrance door while leaving one main architectural challenge unresolved. The other student produced a complete set of working drawings “that could easily have been part of a bid for a project generated by a well-architected office.” However, Rakatansky’s subtle approach is at once detailed and expeditious. He intuitively understands the translation from drawing to building, knowing exactly which moments warrant detail and which materials to specify. Widder calls this effect “construction transparency,” referring to the easy fluidity with which Rakatansky’s ideas can be realized into building. The biography is limited to what was done, not to the way it was done. The exhibition shows a “professionalized formalism.” These

The Vertical Urban Factory itself is conceived of as self-sufficient to the degree possible in terms of generation of power, recycling, linkage to transportation networks, etc. The final wall is devoted to a historical examination of manufacturing in New York, and reminds us once again that this examination examines almost a century of material. This exhibition will be of interest to architects, historians, sociologists, and just about anyone involved in the future of cities; attendance should be required on the part of the New York City Council. It is also a testament to how potentially dull two-dimensional material can be enlivened with smart curatorial choices.

**Russell Finchum is a Design Historian in Manhattan and Author of American Design (MOMA’s Continents, 2006).**

**A MILIEU**

MINING A MILIEU

Triumvirate: McKim, Mead & White: Art, Architecture, Scandal and Class in America’s Gilded Age

A biographer of an important cultural producer accomplishes two things: First, he or she explains for the reader the subject’s motivations and shows how that person was able to climb to the heights of his or her field. Second, the author provides the reader with the feeling that you are there at the making of a work or works of great importance.

In her new film biography, **Triumvirate: McKim, Mead & White**, the director Rakatansky moves directly into his or her subject’s head, to understand what led them to make such career moves and to try to reconstruct the world around them.

The earlier, sometimes more prosaic undertaking, to read and analyze the work of this single architect, she posits a mercurial modernism, a way of thinking of the subject that is not reducible to any single ideology. Rakatansky,” the authors point out, “is the kind of book that can only be done in astonishing detail, while without belaboring the point, Rakatansky’s educational and professional record and who, as a student of Gropius and Breuer, moving through his experience and work to later professional documentation. From start to finish, they reveal an author with an intuitive sense of craft. Historical and contemporary photographs soften the presentation and show the enduring quality of Rakatansky’s architecture. A can of Campbell’s soup, a fridge with magnets underscored that Rakatansky did not consider the contractor to be the final audience for his work. He was, as Widder points out, always empathetic to the client.

Unlike his near-contemporaries Philip Johnson and I.M. Pei, Rakatansky went from Harvard back to his hometown, remaining relatively obscure outside Rhode Island. “There is no ‘school of Rakatansky,’’ the authors point out. In her analysis, though, Widder discovers a broader message. Though her subject is rooted in a particular place at a specific time, this is, after all, one of the book’s main arguments—her analysis can be readily and constructively applied to contemporary practice, since it addresses challenges facing architects today: the changing relationship between drawing and building and the increasingly complex immigration, emigrations, and mobilities that contribute to the current architectural thought, making the work truly “as modern as tomorrow.”

**New York-based critic John Gendall teaches at Parsons and Pratt.**

**The pleasure palace at Madison Square Garden, 1889-91.**

**The Vertical Urban Factory itself is conceived of as self-sufficient to the degree possible in terms of generation of power, recycling, linkage to transportation networks, etc. The final wall is devoted to a historical examination of manufacturing in New York, and reminds us once again that this examination examines almost a century of material. This exhibition will be of interest to architects, historians, sociologists, and just about anyone involved in the future of cities; attendance should be required on the part of the New York City Council. It is also a testament to how potentially dull two-dimensional material can be enlivened with smart curatorial choices.**

**Russell Finchum is a Design Historian in Manhattan and Author of American Design (MOMA’s Continents, 2006).**

**A Madrid recycling plant by Abalos & Herreros Architects.**
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Triumvirate: McKim, Mead & White: Art, Architecture, Scandal and Class in America’s Gilded Age

A biographer of an important cultural producer accomplishes two things: First, he or she explains for the reader the subject’s motivations and shows how that person was able to climb to the heights of his or her field. Second, the author provides the reader with the feeling that you are there at the making of a work or works of great importance.

In her new film biography, **Triumvirate: McKim, Mead & White**, the director Rakatansky moves directly into his or her subject’s head, to understand what led them to make such career moves and to try to reconstruct the world around them.

The earlier, sometimes more prosaic undertaking, to read and analyze the work of this single architect, she posits a mercurial modernism, a way of thinking of the subject that is not reducible to any single ideology. Rakatansky,” the authors point out, “is the kind of book that can only be done in astonishing detail, while without belaboring the point, Rakatansky’s educational and professional record and who, as a student of Gropius and Breuer, moving through his experience and work to later professional documentation. From start to finish, they reveal an author with an intuitive sense of craft. Historical and contemporary photographs soften the presentation and show the enduring quality of Rakatansky’s architecture. A can of Campbell’s soup, a fridge with magnets underscored that Rakatansky did not consider the contractor to be the final audience for his work. He was, as Widder points out, always empathetic to the client.

Unlike his near-contemporaries Philip Johnson and I.M. Pei, Rakatansky went from Harvard back to his hometown, remaining relatively obscure outside Rhode Island. “There is no ‘school of Rakatansky,’’ the authors point out. In her analysis, though, Widder discovers a broader message. Though her subject is rooted in a particular place at a specific time, this is, after all, one of the book’s main arguments—her analysis can be readily and constructively applied to contemporary practice, since it addresses challenges facing architects today: the changing relationship between drawing and building and the increasingly complex immigration, emigrations, and mobilities that contribute to the current architectural thought, making the work truly “as modern as tomorrow.”

**New York-based critic John Gendall teaches at Parsons and Pratt.**
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COMPUTERIZED LIGHTING W/ CUSTOMIZED TOUCH SCREEN. MOUNTED INTO A FULL COLOR GRAPHIC CONTROL PANEL. ILLUMINATING THE OFFICE & DISPLAYING FLOOR PLAN SELECTED OR COLOR RENDERING. INDIVIDUAL OR ZONED LIGHTING ALL ON PRE-SET TIMER.
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ARCHITECTURAL & CORPORATE SIGNAGE
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With extensive experience collaborating with architects and graphic designers, we understand the challenges and requirements that you face, and can provide perfect signage solutions that reflect a shared vision. Whether it is a hotel, a corporate office, a school, a luxury condominium building or a landmark gem, we have the expertise and capabilities to get the job done.

Call or email, we can help.
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ARCHITECTURAL MODELS

The model was built during design development and is now on permanent display at Yankee Stadium Museum.

EZRA STOLLER
January 6 – February 12, 2011
YOSI MILO GALLERY
525 W 25th Street  NYC 10001
212.414.0370  www.yosimilo.com
Helping small businesses strategically grow their revenues

Specializing in the architectural building products market

Communications  ●  Brand Development  ●  Strategic Initiatives

Donovan & Associates will analyze your current business initiatives and provide cost effective strategies to help create opportunities in these challenging times.

Call Shawn Donovan at 813-220-0039 to discuss our services and how we can support your marketing efforts. For more information please visit our web site: www.donovan-assoc.com.

---

To learn more about products and services advertised in The Architect's Newspaper, just note the advertiser's number and log on to www.archpaper.com. Click on our Red Dot Product Finder, and you can easily search by number to get free information about the latest products, design professionals, business services, and more.
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INNOVATE
Discover innovative and practical solutions to those everyday design dilemmas.

INSPIRE
Be inspired by the newest kitchen and bath products, trends and techniques.

COLLABORATE
Network with your industry peers and forge new business relationships.

STEEL AND SHADE
THE ARCHITECTURE OF DONALD WEXLER

January 29 - May 29, 2011

Organized by the Palm Springs Art Museum and California State Polytechnic University, Pomona, this exhibition is funded in part by the museum’s Architecture & Design Council, CALCRAFT Construction, Mitre & Bevel, Escalante Architects, Helene Galen, Daniel Patrick Giles, Hamptons Modern, Thomas Jakway and Stephen Tripp, Harold Matzner, Brian McGuire, Ph.D., the City of Palm Springs, Modernism Week, Weldon Color Lab, American Institute of Architects/California Desert Chapter, and Friends of Donald Wexler.

PALM SPRINGS ART MUSEUM
101 Museum Drive, Downtown Palm Springs 760.322.4800 psmuseum.org

Kitchen & Bath Industry Show
April 26-28, 2011
Las Vegas Convention Center

Join us at the world's largest international trade event focused exclusively on all aspects of kitchens and baths. Collaborate with other kitchen and bath pros, attend relevant conference sessions, and discover the latest products, trends and techniques from the industry’s leading manufacturers.

Register today at KBIS.com using registration code AD134 for free show floor admission.

Designed by NKBA Member Wendy F. Johnson, CKD
Olson Photographic, LLC

Collaborate. Innovate. Inspire.
EYES WITH A MIND OF THEIR OWN

Among architects, and just about anyone else with a visual sensibility, Edward Tufte is a legendary figure thanks in part to his self-published books, particularly The Visual Display of Quantitative Information (1983), Envisioning Information (1990), Visual Explanations (1997), and Beautiful Evidence (2006), books studded with eye- and mind-opening graphics and discussions about what Tufte calls “forever knowledge.”

The political scientist, statistician, and retired Yale professor is also a sculptor, and he recently opened a gallery in Chelsea, ET Modern, to show his work with a plan in mind to someday expand the gallery to a Storm King-style sculpture park in Litchfield County.

To that end, Tufte put up his prized collection of science, art, illustrated and design books—among them volumes by Galileo, Repton, William Playfair, John Henry Nash, and on statistical graphics, perspective, aviation, magic, epidemiology, and fish (to name a few of his very wide-ranging interests)—for auction at Christie’s in December. AN dropped by the Chelsea gallery to talk to Tufte about his books, his graphics, his intellectual inspirations and to ask him to explain what catches his eye and gets him thinking. Here are a few excerpts:

On creative process: The central thing in making good things is to be able to reason about what you are seeing and then produce. That’s the whole process of visual creation in any kind of design.

On books, information, and value: Authoritative books are universalizing; they are forever knowledge. They open up the experience space enormously beyond what’s happened in last three years, one year, or one minute.

We’re so overwhelmed with recent-cy bias; my view is that a day with Galileo is worth a visit to 10, 000 websites. If the information is universal, why should what was done this week be better than something well chosen that was done way back? I am trying to rescue design and seeing from fashion and from Microsoft.

On powerful graphics: One of the early kinds of images that impressed me was dance notation. Here, you are trying to depict complex sound—because there’s music—and motion in three-dimensional space and over time. What better display problem is there? I wrote a lot about it in Envisioning Information, and then I found an incredible graphic that I used in Beautiful Evidence that brought everything together (Above, top, dance notation redrawn from La Cuisse, Cailleau & Mlle Castagnery, 1762-64).

This graphic shows square dancing notation with eight movements, three-dimensional drawing with some floor tracks, plus serious floor tracks, and then we have the music, the words, and it’s extended over time. Dance notation goes a long way back. It’s not actually very successful but it is beautiful and it has enormous complexity. It’s a universal problem that is usually favored—efficient markets—because there’s music and motion. It’s a universal problem but it is beautiful and it has enormous complexity. It’s a universal problem of information but also of the architecture of information: How do you communicate to someone who isn’t there. In short, it’s a little miracle—and a very sweet topic.

On research, relevance, and reasoning: I look at enormous amounts of images—and buildings and sculptures—and it may create the appearance that my work is inductive, that by looking at all the examples I find general principles. But I find the right examples because I have a theory, so in fact, it’s deductive.

I have principles that tell me something is going to be relevant: that it makes the point about the sterility—the cruelty—of microeconomics and its consequences. It’s showing how something that is usually favored—efficient markets—can also be ghastly in terms of human cost.

Since my interests are universal, I rely on forever experience not just today’s experience. Everyone is immersed in the experience of ‘now’ but for my world, the experience of a century ago is just as relevant, maybe even more relevant because it is fresher. Most people have never seen these graphics before. They are really off the wall, wonderful, and telling.
50 years young.

Salone Internazionale del Mobile
Euroluce, International Lighting Exhibition
SaloneUfficio, International Biennial Workspace Exhibition
International Furnishing Accessories Exhibition
SaloneSatellite

Milan Fairgrounds, Rho, 12/17.04.2011